Offshore Success in the Americas

OTC panel discusses collaboration and technology as part of the winning formula.

BY VELDA ADDISON

With more than 100 Bbboe in discovered resources and more potential, the Americas continue to attract players of all sizes looking for hydrocarbon riches whether in frontier, emerging or mature basins.

A group of energy executives shared their perspectives on operating in waters offshore during the “Coming to Americas” session on Wednesday, May 8, at OTC. The talks took place as the offshore industry continues “Coming to Americas” session on Wednesday, May 8, at OTC. The talks took place as the offshore industry continues to recover following a market-driven downturn. Companies are embracing technology, utilizing existing infrastructure and collaborating. They are finding and producing oil and gas from existing plays, while uncovering new ones. But there are some prerequisites on the road to such progress, according to Erik Oswald, vice president, Americas, for Exxon Mobil Exploration. These include having acreage access, stable fiscal terms that are commensurate with risk and quality and an efficient regulatory framework, he said.

“Without having those pieces in the right places, it’s pretty hard to get people to go invest money” in areas, Oswald said. History shows the impact these variables have on a country's ability to attract and maintain entrants, and he believes it also holds true for the future.

Oswald pointed out that only 6% of acreage offshore the U.S., for example, is available for drilling. He called it "a threat to the industry" that needs attention and noted the situation is not unique to the U.S. Small acreage or block sizes also can stymie growth, he added.

But that is where collaboration can prove beneficial. The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) basin, like others across the world, knows no boundaries so collaboration is inevitable for many. Cindy Yielding, senior vice president for BP; spoke about how the GoM is a “collaboration playground.”

See AMERICAS continued on page 21

Shell Plans Offshore Mexico Drilling By December

With up to $6 billion in capex, Shell is also eyeing its deepwater blocks offshore Brazil.

BY DARREN BARBEE

Royal Dutch Shell intends to bookend two deepwater wells offshore Mexico—drilling one at the end of the year and another after its completion in January 2020—while also scoping out potentially massive wells offshore Brazil.

During a Tuesday presentation at OTC, Martin Stauble, Shell’s vice president of exploration for North America and Brazil, said the industry has made strides in Mexico and Brazil since 2015, when international oil companies weren’t actively investing in Mexico or Brazil’s presalt oil reservoirs.

Shell has made progress in both countries, aided by government policies that have stabilized regulations. “In particular, in both countries, operatorship … is now possible,” he said. “For Shell that made a big difference. A lot of investment flowed into the countries quite rapidly.”

See DRILLING continued on page 23

Innovation Imperative

Improved drilling efficiencies, reduced costs and faster times to first oil are critical for the offshore to become a viable competitor to shale.

BY JENNIFER PRESLEY

With its combination of extreme challenges, long-term attractive returns and large reserves base, the offshore space is ripe for innovation, according to Jeremy Thigpen, president and CEO of Transocean Ltd.

“Now more than ever it is imperative that we in the offshore drilling space continue to focus on opportunities to innovate,” he said to a sold-out lunch crowd on Tuesday, May 7. The focus of Thigpen’s OTC presentation was on the future of drilling rigs.

Innovation in the offshore space is key to becoming a more viable competitor to shale, he said.

“Our customer base is under extreme pressure to stay within cash flows, to service debt and to return cash to shareholders through dividends and share buybacks. They have less capex to work with so they look to really prioritize where to spend their money,” he said. “Because they are under such pressure to return cash to shareholders and deleverage their balance sheet, they’re looking for quick cash-on-cash return, which exists in shale. It is simpler, it’s lower risk and it immediately generates cash, whereas offshore requires a longer investment horizon, is more expensive over the life of the project, but the size of the prize is so much bigger.”

Internally, the contractor’s focus has been on how to transform offshore drilling, to become an attractive piece in its customer’s portfolio, he said. Offshore can become more economically viable so that it can attract net capital spend from its customers through safety, improvements in drilling efficiency, reduced costs and improved time to first oil for its customers, he added.

“Innovation has been going on in the industry for multiple years, ever since the downturn. It has been quite healthy for the industry,” he said.

See INNOVATION continued on page 21
Integrated subsea boosting increases production and returns

Nearly 750 subsea fields around the world have reached production plateau or have started production decline. TechnipFMC provides an integrated subsea boosting solution with accelerated deployment to increase production and extend field life. The solution includes the multiphase boosting station, topside modifications, jumpers, umbilicals, installation, commissioning and life-of-field monitoring.

The subsea boosting station can enter operations in a significantly shorter period of time due to its simplified design and to the company's integrated approach to subsea projects.

TechnipFMC offers subsea boosting solutions with high returns on investment, which promise to unleash hundreds of millions of dollars, or up to 50% in incremental production with payback periods as short as 12 months. The subsea boosting station features TechnipFMC's proprietary high-speed multiphase pump with field-proven helico-axial Sulzer technology.

Flexible, sustainable recovery

High-profile projects around the world benefit from TechnipFMC's boosting technologies, including ENI 15/06 offshore Angola, Shell BC-10 off the Brazilian coast and LLOG Whao Dat in the Gulf of Mexico.

LLOG reported a 40% internal rate of return (IRR) in Whao Dat, and expects to increase production by at least 2,500 barrels of oil a day (bo/d) and reserves by at least 6 million barrels of oil equivalent (MMboe). Our multiphase pump will enable Whao Dat to reach approximately 10% higher incremental production than achievable with other subsea boosting technologies.

To manage LLOG’s risk for this project, TechnipFMC offered payment milestones linked to availability and system performance during the initial years, a completely innovative commercial model.

Additionally, Whao Dat is only the latest evidence that, when combined with TechnipFMC’s Integrated Engineering, Procurement, Construction, and Installation (IEPC™) approach to project execution, subsea processing solutions can fit seamlessly into any field architecture, providing flexible and sustainable recovery to transform field development economics.

The company leverages its unique ability to offer the full spectrum of water column services under one roof to serve as one global contractor throughout an IEPC™ project. In doing so, it eliminates complicated project interfaces and reduces redundancy, cost and waste.

TechnipFMC engaged early and collaborated closely with LLOG as part of the IEPC™ process to create the optimal integrated solution. The cost-efficient pump system addresses the operator’s main priorities of boosting wells and achieving incremental oil recovery at a reduced total installed cost.

The permanent magnet motor driving Sulzer’s helico-axial pump can operate at speeds up to 6,000 rpm and is designed to address the typical challenges of a multiphase pump, especially the transient flow environment caused by the varying fractions of gas and liquid. The powerful motor can efficiently achieve the required boosting pressure for Whao Dat’s well fields, which have high gas volume fractions.

Whao Dat is located in Mississippi Canyon 503 in around 3,100 ft of water. The subsea pump station will be placed adjacent to the MC 503 E manifold to enable boosting of multiple wells selectively. It is expected to be completed in the second half of the year."
Dan K. Adamson Honored Posthumously at OTC

BY LEIGH ANN RUNYAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR, OTC

Dan K. Adamson guided the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) for more than two decades as its executive director and helped transform the organization into a leading international technical professional association. He also helped create the Offshore Technology Conference (OTC), which debuted in 1969 in Houston and remains one of the industry’s major global conferences. Adamson died Dec. 26, 2015. He was 76.

Adamson joined SPE in 1965 as assistant to the executive secretary, the title of SPE’s top position at the time, working in administration, student relations, continuing education and special assignments and became publications manager in 1967. He eventually moved up the ranks to become assistant executive director and general manager and became SPE’s fourth executive director in 1979, after David Riley, who had held the position for 11 years, died suddenly at age 48.

Adamson would keep the top position until his retirement in 2001, establishing an indelible imprint on SPE. When Adamson joined SPE, it was a largely U.S.-based organization with membership totaling 15,000 and a staff of fewer than 50. When he stepped down 36 years later, SPE’s membership had grown to more than 50,000 members from more than 50 countries and established offices in London and Kuala Lumpur as well as successful meetings around the world.

Charting SPE’s direction

The year Adamson became executive director was a critical one for both the oil and gas industry and SPE. A second “oil shock” had hit the U.S. as a result of decreased production during the Iranian revolution during the late 1970s. Oil prices rose sharply and long lines were common at U.S. gasoline stations. SPE was still under the umbrella of its parent organization, the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers (AIME), but the oil industry, and SPE’s membership, were becoming increasingly global. Some members of the SPE Board of Directors and officials at AIME wanted SPE to remain a primarily U.S.-focused organization and become more involved in politics. Adamson strongly disagreed.

A friend to many

“So many people regarded Dan as one of their best friends,” said Marvin Katz, 1980 SPE president. “When you talked to him, you had his undivided attention, and he was genuinely concerned about you both personally and professionally. He was a wonderful friend.”

Lyn Arscott, who served on the SPE board as treasurer during Adamson’s tenure, said Doug Ducate, former associate executive director of SPE. “He also worked with the SPE Foundation to build SPE’s headquarters building in 1984 in Richardson, Texas, as the staff had outgrown rented space in Dallas and oversaw the technological upgrade of SPE staff operations. “He was the brainsman during SPE’s technology upgrade,” said Doug Ducate, former associate executive director of SPE.

Oil and gas companies had become “way out in front in the use of technology,” he said, including the use of computers, data transfer and email. “His drive to take SPE’s technology to a higher level to meet the needs of members was a juggling act,” Ducate said. “That whole shift in how we did business was a huge challenge for the staff.”

After Adamson’s retirement, SPE staff and board members tried several times to recognize his service to the association. “We tried for years to honor him after he retired and he refused,” said Dennis Gregg, 1986 SPE president and 1992-93 chairman of the OTC Board of Directors. “He said that SPE awards were for the members, not the staff.”

On the 50th Anniversary of OTC, we honor Dan K. Adamson by dedicating the OTC Legacy Showcase to him.
New York State Leading by Example in Offshore Wind Development

The Green New Deal proposal is a nation-leading requirement that New York install 9,000 MW of offshore wind by 2035.

BY TERRANCE HARRIS

While the federal government has certainly put forth initiatives to advance renewable projects, such as offshore wind, it is the individual states that really push their renewable agendas.

Doreen Harris, director of large-scale renewables for the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), said during OTC’s “Offshore Wind Energy in the US: Dawn of an Industry” panel discussion on Tuesday, May 7, that New York is advancing some of the most aggressive energy policies in the nation.

Included in Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s progressive Green New Deal proposal, which calls for the expansion of the state’s clean energy standard to reach 70% renewable energy serving New Yorkers by 2030, is a nation-leading requirement that New York install 9,000 MW of offshore wind by 2035. That would power up to 6 million homes in New York.

“These two components of the governor’s Green New Deal work together in the sense that it is because of offshore wind that these resources can serve our load at this scale,” said Harris, who was part of the seven-member panel. “New York’s goal is frankly the largest in the nation by far, more than all other states combined. Particularly for offshore wind, that’s important to recognize as we are advancing offshore wind at a scale that is unprecedented.”

Harris said New York has been working on offshore development for quite some time and that the development began years ago with advancing the state’s offshore master plan, a product of several years of analysis and engagement. The master plan was issued in January 2018 and looked at offshore development in a comprehensive way, Harris said.

The plan for offshore development not just from a space aspect but also from the perspective of infrastructure development, ocean users and coastal communities as well as many other factors in advancing the offshore wind master plan.

“While the master plan was the product of a multi-agency—several years [of] effort—it serves now as a solid foundation for the state to actively pursue offshore wind as a resource toward our clean energy standard and offshore wind goals,” Harris said. “To that end, the states play a critical role in advancing offshore wind development, while the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management identifies areas that are most suitable for offshore wind development.

“It is the states that are responsible for advancing the development of the resource from the perspective of committing to buy the energy produced by the projects and entering into long-term contracts with project developers to ensure the delivery of that energy.”

As New York’s master plan developed, Harris said so did the state’s procurement and commitment to advance offshore wind. Last year New York moved forward with its first statewide solicitation for offshore wind to develop at least 800 MW.

“This is the first step toward the state achieving our 9,000-megawatt goal [and] is indicative of our commitment to its achievement,” Harris said. “In fact, there are some really interesting aspects of this solicitation that I think we will be able to touch on in more detail as this panel advances.

“The state really thinks about offshore wind comprehensively, and to that end the solicitation that NYSERDA issued is the first of its kind in other regards as well. We did include certain requirements of the developers to ensure that not only were we receiving the most cost-effective bids from a multitude of developers but also that these projects were both viable from the perspective that projects can deliver on time and on budget but also those that can bring the most significant benefits to New York state.”
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### Renewables on the Rise

- Fossil fuels aren't fading yet, but a Siemens Oil & Gas executive describes a wind- and solar-powered world.

#### Argentina's Oil Potential Boosted

A recent bidding round confirms the country's potential offshore, analyst says.

### Industry News

- **DNV GL Develops Machine Learning Solution**
  - DNV GL has developed a machine learning solution for faster, more accurate mooring line failure detection in offshore operations. The solution reduces the risk of offshore floating vessel mooring line failure going undetected by replacing physical sensors with a machine learning algorithm that accurately predicts line failure in real time.

- **Nexans Power Umbilical to Provide Production Boost for Vigild Field**
  - The key to maximizing the oil recovery from Equinor’s Vigild Field in the North Sea will be a new all-electric actuated multiphase subsea boosting station powered by a Nexans power umbilical. Viges produces oil through the Snorre Field, and OneSubsea, a Schlumberger company, has been awarded the contract to provide a boosting station that will be connected to the pipeline to enhance the capacity between Vigild and Snorre A, helping bring the wellstream to the existing semi-submersible platform.
integrated
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Representatives from Equinor and its team of service providers and construction companies provided a glimpse into the development of the Aasta Hansteen facility at an OTC technical session on Tuesday, May 7.

The Aasta Hansteen gas field in the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) began production on Dec. 18, 2018. The development features the large gas fields of Luva, Snefrid North, Snefrid Sorth and Hakland, all of which will tie back to Aasta Hansteen.

The field’s recoverable resources, according to the operator, are estimated at 55.6 billion standard cubic meters of gas and 0.6 million standard cubic meters of condensate (353 MMboe). Equinor is the primary partner and developer of the project, with partnerships from ConocoPhillips, Wintershall and OMV.

“This was a strategic development that opened a new gas region in the northern part of the Norwegian North Sea,” said Torolf Christensen, the Aasta Hansteen project director for Equinor. “It brings more gas to the European market.”

According to Equinor, Aasta Hansteen is the largest spar platform in the world, the first in the NCS and the first spar to include condensate storage in its hull.

Christensen explained that the project’s designers initially considered a tension-leg platform, an FPSO design and circular FPSO design before finally settling on a spar design. He said that in addition to a spar that needed its own condensate storage, the project also required pipeline infrastructure and a gas plant at Nyhamna, Norway.

Aasta Hansteen’s design also needed to account for the harsh conditions of the Norwegian North Sea and the short installation season of only three to four months during the summer, Christensen said.

“High waves we’ve seen before, [and] high currents we’ve seen before,” he said. “But never a combination of the two.”

Christensen said Aasta Hansteen was designed and constructed with the “digital field worker” in mind, meaning the facility features onboard Wi-Fi and workers equipped with Microsoft’s HoloLens virtual reality headset and smartphones and tablets with built-in applications to problem solve and order spare and replacement parts for the facility.

Anil Sablok, chief engineer of offshore technology services for TechnipFMC, discussed the design concepts of the spar, including its four large condensate storage tanks within the hull and two sets of variable ballast tanks. In addition to storage and ballast tanks, the hull features an elevator and stairwell from the top of the platform to the bottom of the hull.

“This project featured an intermittently manned hull, which created its own challenges,” he said.

Hyundai Heavy Industries was charged with fabricating the 4,500-tonne spar.

Dong Hyub Kim, subsea specialist at Hyundai Heavy Industries, compared fabricating the spar with the construction of a building. Kim said whereas buildings are constructed vertically from the ground up, much of the Aasta Hansteen spar needed to be built horizontally.

“Working in the spar was just like working in a coal mine,” he said.

The spar was transported to its final location 299 km (186 miles) west of Sandnessjøen, Norway, by the BOKA Vanguard, the largest heavy transportation vessel in the world. The spar and topsides transport was headed up by Royal Boskalis Westminster.

Niels Vernes, project engineer for Royal Boskalis Westminster, explained how the topsides transport used a dual-barge transfer operation onboard the MV White Marlen and was floated from South Korea to the well location and floated onto the top of the spar—an operation that took 30 hours.

“Most of the effort [during transportation] was on the mating operation,” Vernes said.

The subsea production system for Aasta Hansteen was designed and installed by Aker Solutions. Severin Lindeth, senior project manager for Aker Solutions, explained that the production systems were designed to withstand the harsh conditions of the development’s particular location, which he said were, for most of the year, 40% to 50% worse compared to normal Norwegian North Sea conditions, and featured seabed temperatures of 29 F (-1.6 C).

Lindeth said the production system featured a rigid lockdown wellhead system, template with suction anchor and manifold, horizontal christmas tree, tie-in system, flow control module and subsea control system configuration.
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Key Players Discuss Critical Energy Issues

French oil and gas companies tackle major developments of the offshore industry.

BY FAIZA RIZVI

Technical and economic issues facing the offshore market were the core topics discussed during OTC’s “Around the World Series: France” panel discussion where leaders of France’s oil services sector gathered on Tuesday, May 7. The session, which was divided into three panels, began with a welcome address by Michel Hourcard, president and CEO of Total E&P Americas. “I’m honored to be a part of the session at the 50th anniversary of OTC and proud to share our achievements in the industry,” he said.

“With the advent of new technologies, we have decided to pass all our data to the cloud,” said Olivier Peyret, president of Schlumberger France, speaking at the panel focused on exploration and discovery. “We see this innovation as a fundamental change and an opportunity for us to better serve our customers.”

He also pointed out that to attract the next generation of talent, R&D in areas of technological innovation is extremely important. “While digital transformation is an opportunity for some, it could be a risk for others,” Peyret said. “For example, if Schlumberger opens its artificial intelligence research center in Paris, it’s a fantastic opportunity to develop human resources. On the other hand, it could be a risk for others if the transition is disrupted and the workforce is not reskilled or trained to adapt to the advanced technologies.”

Sophie Zurqiyah, CEO of CGG, highlighted the need to adopt digital technologies in the field of exploration. “Due to the oil and gas downturn, our clients are constantly looking for efficiency, reduction in cycle time to develop offshore fields and improve the outcome of exploration,” she said.

“It’s not sufficient to collect data but it’s equally important to look at the physics behind the data using technologies such as artificial intelligence and machine learning,” said Daniel Averbuch, senior program manager at IFPEN. He added that his company is also using technologies to mitigate climate change such as using efficient wave technology contributing to the development of offshore wind energy.

The panelists of the second session, which focused on oil and gas development, discussed the importance of identifying local content while working across international borders. “It’s important to acknowledge the fact that local content is important to reduce costs of development because it eliminates the need to carry assets and inventories. In this area, one of the key points is having the shortest supply chain possible,” said Nicolas de Coignac, senior vice president of North America at Vallourec.

“Several technological inventions that are impacting the oil and gas industry today were developed in France with strategic partnerships,” said Dominique Bouvier, chairman of Evolen, speaking at the last panel session, which focused on future developments of the offshore industry. Evolen’s main goals includes development of inter-professional networks and to support the international expansion of its corporate members, notably small and medium-sized enterprises. “We are convinced that hydrocarbon services companies will play a major role in the ecological transition and almost 50% of our companies are investing in clean energies to reduce the carbon footprint and reduce emissions. The future of the industry will focus on reducing the carbon footprint and to develop gas, which will be a key element in fighting climate change,” Bouvier said.

Olivier Peyret

The NRG Convention Center halls have been full during OTC 2019, as attendees arrived daily to view exhibits of leading-edge technology for offshore drilling, exploration, production and environmental protection.

(Phot by CorporateEventImages.com)
There is little debate that the oil and gas industry is pretty good at producing hydrocarbons from a variety of challenging reservoirs and locales. Along with that oil production comes water, adding one more operational challenge to the puzzle.

For every one barrel of oil, about six to 10 barrels of water also are produced. Just as onshore operators and service companies are coming to terms with managing the volumes of produced water from the below the ancient seafloor that is now the Permian Basin, so too is the offshore industry.

What to do with that produced water over the life of the well was the focus of OTC’s “Life Cycle Water Management: Addressing Effective Technologies and Gaps” breakfast panel on Wednesday, May 8. The session, moderated by Phaneendra Kondapi, professor of subsea engineering at the University of Houston (UH) and assistant dean of engineering programs at UH Katy, focused on the current challenges involved in produced water treatment at the seabed.

“The last 10 years, the focus has been on subsea processing and the next 10 will be on water treatment,” said Kondapi in his opening remarks.

Currently, produced water is treated primarily at the topsides as subsea separation systems do not meet the requirements to discharge the water back into reservoir. New technologies that address potential gaps and that are effective for subsea application were discussed.

Donald Underwood, vice president of sales and marketing for Dril-Quip Inc., began his presentation with a look at the well-known water challenges that onshore operators face, noting that the handling of produced water comprises an estimated 25% of operating expenses.

“Produced water must be treated and processed,” Underwood said. “You’ve got to do something with it.”

He added that the subsea challenge of produced water was best described to him by an oil company executive as “madness,” in that “water is produced, then transported to a distant topside facility for treatment and processing only to then be transported back to the wellhead for re-injection downhole.”

The benefit of treating and processing produced water subsea eliminates that madness. Moving the process to the seafloor minimizes that distance and flow assurance issues. There also is a reduced use of treatment chemicals as well as an energy savings and improved economics, according to Underwood.

The challenge, however, lies in becoming much better at handling the water. For example, there is a bias toward non-chemical treatment that means improvements in subsea physical treatment techniques for salts, metals and other inorganics and microbial organisms are needed.

“The ability to accurately and continuously measure the quality of treated water subsea as well as advances in both reliability and availability of systems that treat and inject water are needed,” said Underwood.

Torbjørn Hegdal, business development manager, completions and production solutions for National Oilwell Varco (NOV), noted in his presentation the importance of thinking strategically when developing new fields. Planning for subsea water treatment in advance provides flexibility and ability to design for reliability, to minimize maintenance.

“With subsea water treatment, we are treating the water as close to the wellhead as possible and by doing that, you save energy and simplify the whole process,” Hegdal said.

One technology option currently available is the Sea-box system offered by NOV. The system enables water treatment to be done directly at the seabed and water to be pumped straight into the injection well, he added.

Hegdal sees a steep increase in water injection moving forward and also an increase in produced water volumes, adding that over the next 10-plus years, it is going to triple.

“We have a lot of water to handle now and will have far more to handle into the future,” he said.

Produced Water Discussion Takes Center Stage

OTC breakfast panelists discussed the technology gaps in the subsea treatment of produced water.

BY JENNIFER PRESLEY
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‘Tired’ UKCS Still Huge Prolific Playground

The activity of private equity, renewable opportunities and an abundance of cash adds a glimmer of hope to the UKCS’ future.

BY MARY HOLCOMB

The U.K. Continental Shelf (UKCS) continues to be a basin of investment opportunity despite being regarded as past its prime. While the UKCS has experienced many challenges with appraisal and exploration, performance has still been strong and consistent in bringing capital and interest to the area, according to Stuart Payne, the Oil and Gas Authority’s (OGA) director of HR and supply chain.

“We have to do a better job at talking up what is a fantastic province and investment opportunity,” said Payne, a speaker at OTC’s ‘Around the World Series: United Kingdom’ panel on Wednesday, May 8. “So I'm confident that we have a strong performance basin to work from.”

Payne provided promising insight into the basin’s future, which he said would be riddled with ongoing private equity, 20 Bboe to be produced from new exploration plays and the maximization of brownfield recovery.

“We’re looking to increase by around 6 billion barrels by 2050. If we were to achieve that, we would generate revenue for the U.K. of about 450 billion pounds (about US$585 billion),” he said, based on the OGA’s projections.

He said that supply chain anchored in the U.K. is critical to achieve maximum economic recovery, adding that it would rely heavily on global support.

“We've set the challenge for the industry, and we understand how well we stack up as a competitor. We have about 5.7% of the world's export market and in subsea we have near 4% of the market, so the challenge is to double exports to get to 7.4% by 2035,” he added.

If achieved, Payne said, “The U.K. would have the opportunity to generate 500 billion pounds (about US$650 billion) for the U.K. economy, and if globally embarked, [it] would mean vision 2035 represents almost a trillion pound opportunity for a ‘tired, dusty old basin.’

To achieve that goal, Payne said there will have to be an energy transition “in real life,” which would require a focus on renewables—namely wind, solar, wave and “other technologies where we have phenomenal supply chain capability to go and deliver energy around the world from a slightly different sector.”

He added, “It’s a transition. It takes a system.”

The UK has a lot of smaller infrastructure in its Southern North Sea ideal for wind farms, he noted, potentially powering things like hydrolysis, which would release a carbon-free hydrogen gas that could be repurposed into old pipelines in the UKCS. It would essentially leave a carbon-free footprint, according to Payne, further showcasing the basin’s potential.

“The energy transition shouldn’t be feared by the industry, there's a huge opportunity there for all of us,” he said.

The influx of new capital, including private capital, is a real catalyst in these conversations concerning moving the UK’s business forward, he said.

Private equity, a relatively new thing for the UKCS, has been embraced and supported in the basin, according to Payne. For example, Baker Hughes, a GE company, and U.K. oil and gas independent Chrysaor’s recent partnership signifies a major private-equity entrance, he noted.

The aged basin also is expected to see new technological developments, including digital twins set to collect images around the platform for aspects like inspection, a regulatory compliance application where an artificial intelligence (AI) system will read the regulations and determine the company’s compliance, AI-assisted reservoir modeling and AI viewing pipeline inspection aid in safety by replacing workers that perform that task, according to Ian Phillips, chief executive at the UK Oil & Gas Innovation Centre.

Brazil’s Lula Presalt Oil Field Nears Oil Production Milestone

Petrobras and partners have invested roughly US$30 billion in the exploration and development of the field.

BY BRUNNO BRAGA

The Lula Field, the first presalt oil field to enter operations offshore Brazil, could hit 1 MMBboe/d less than one decade after it began producing oil in 2010.

The field is producing about 900,000 boe/d as operator Petrobras moves deeper into the field’s last phase of development. The company began pumping first oil from the last FPSO installed at the field in February, moving closer to the 1 MMBboe/d production mark.

 Named FPSO P-67, the 353,000-ton vessel can produce up to 150,000 boe/d and process 6 million cubic meters of gas per day, according to Petrobras, which partnered with Royal Dutch Shell (20%) and the Portuguese oil company Galp (10%) to develop resources from Lula.

Shell Brazil CEO Andre Araujo considers the field one of the world’s most prolific assets.

“We continue to see a great future for the Lula Field. Every day we learn more in this partnership (with Petrobras and Galp),” Araujo said. “With the advance of the project, we periodically discuss priorities with partners, with great respect and collaboration.”

The success of Brazil’s E&P activities over the past two decades is largely due to the presalt layer, which has attracted supermajors such as Exxon Mobil Corp., Royal Dutch Shell and Chevron among others. Most of this success relies on output from the giant Lula Field.

Discovered in the early 2000s, Lula was the first of many discoveries in the Brazilian presalt layer located in the Santos and Campos basins at a depth of 7,000 m.

Since 2006, more than 20 drilling rigs have been used in the construction of wells in the Lula Field and nine FPSOs are currently operating in the field.

The partners have invested roughly US$30 billion in the exploration and development of the field, according to Petrobras. But their efforts have come with challenges, including geological ones considering...
THE RBIDZ SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE - KEY INVESTMENT DESTINATION IN KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA - CALLS FOR BUSINESS ACTION

LOOKING TO INVEST IN THE OIL & GAS SECTOR?

Look no further: opt for the RBIDZ Special Economic Zone as the destination of choice - the future of the oil and gas industry in South Africa is taking a big leap.

FAST FACTS FOR EASE OF DOING BUSINESS AND ABOUT RICHARDS BAY IDZ AS A DESTINATION FOR OIL AND GAS INVESTMENTS

- Close proximity to one of the deep sea ports in the world, facilitating logistics
- This Port is South Africa’s premier dry bulk and liquid bulk port as well as break bulk cargo port
- It has specialized cargo handling facilities, efficient ship-terminal and deep water infrastructure
- Existence of multiple shipping berths, deep sea rescue crafts and Ship repair facilities
- This Port handles over 95 million tons annually, and in operation 365 days of the year
- Clearest SA port to the majority of "takers" as well as multi-national industries utilizing maximum electricity supplied within Richards Bay and seek alternative energy
- Port has access to a direct pipe to carry fuel inland using existing pipelines or an ocean shortcut pipe to link to the existing multi-product pipelines
- Substantial rail capacity to rail-refined products and/or gas inland and into countries such as Zambia, Zimbabwe and the Democratic Republic of Congo
- Significant existing electrical infrastructure which can be used to evacuate power from a gas power plant into the grid and
- Indigenous African companies in the continent also seek for alternative energy mix.

SECTORAL INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROSPERITY INCLUDE:

- Ship and rig construction and repair
- Oil and gas manufacturers
- Drill mud manufacturers
- Aluminium fabricators for offshore applications
- A gas to power plant for over 2000MW as announced in 2015
- Oil refineries
- Upstream, midstream, downstream and power segments
- Offshore supply services and
- Petroleum pipelines in the Gas Corridors SEA.

ABOUT RBIDZ

The Richards Bay Industrial Development Zone - Special Economic Zone (RBIDZ - SEZ) is a purpose-built and secure industrial estate on the North-Eastern coast of KwaZulu-Natal, linked to the international deep-water port of Richards Bay. It is tailored for manufacturing of goods and production of services to boost beneficiation, investment, economic growth and the development of skills and employment. The RBIDZ, is a Special Economic Zone (SEZ), that aims to encourage international competitiveness through world-class infrastructure as well as tax, VAT and duty free incentives to qualifying companies.

South Africa as a country is taking a turnabout on issues relating to energy and the diversification of its energy base and this initiative is supported by its strong hold as the continent’s leading power player with more than 45,000 MW of installed capacity and several new projects under development. Remarkably, there are prospects in the projects in the upstream, midstream, downstream and power segments.

RBIDZ BRIEF OVERVIEW

The RBIDZ focuses on the following sectors: Metallo Beneficiation (Aluminium, Iron Ore & Titanium), Marine Industry Development (Ship Building & Repair, Oil Refinery, Oil & Gas), Renewable Energy (Sara, Fuel Cells Biomass), ICT (Telecoms, Information & Telecommunications) and Agro-processing.

The RBIDZ Special Economic Zone has been identified and announced as the host of 2000MW Gas-to-Power plant to be developed in the country. In response to this development, the KwaZulu-Natal Province is in the process of registering gas opportunities in the province, and the RBIDZ has taken lead in this process. The identified 66 Hectares of land has been set aside for the Oil and Gas hub, and a further 606-3200 Hectares of land is proposed for the Oil Refinery in this SEZ.

THE RICHARDS BAY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE HAS THE WORLD-CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE READY TO TAKE ON BUSINESS.
The oil and gas industry constantly seeks new technologies that help increase efficiencies as it sets to drill more high-value prospects and achieve higher production levels. Geosteering plays an important role in maximizing recovery by helping find the well’s sweet spot. While a rotary steerable system (RSS) drills more accurate wellbores, meeting all objectives when using just this technology is not always possible. Adding an NOV Agitator tool to the drilling system provides increased drilling performance benefits such as better steerability, improved wellbore quality and reduced downhole vibration.

Drilling continuously without slowing down or stopping to change direction allows uninterrupted forward power with consistent weight on bit (WOB). When using an RSS, wellbore profiles do not typically show the transition areas that result from switches between sliding and rotation with a conventional system. While the RSS provides cleaner, faster and more accurate wellbore placement to maximize well productivity, sometimes it is not without its own challenges.

When using just an RSS, there is a constant and unavoidable loss of energy to the formation in all directional applications, including possible impact damage to the drillbit’s cutting structure due to inconsistent weight transfer and consequent reactive torque. It has been repeatedly reported that bottomhole assemblies (BHAs) relying on an RSS alone will sometimes have weight transfer challenges and difficulty reaching total depth targets on long laterals and complex 3-D wells. Due to the challenging nature of wellbores where an RSS would be used, the risk of damaging BHA components is more common, and the repair costs for an RSS, MWD and/or LWD systems are high.

The addition of an Agitator system creates a gentle and consistent axial oscillation motion to the drillstring keeping the entire system on a dynamic state. This helps reduce friction and improve weight transfer to the bit. Pairing an Agitator with an RSS brings together the strengths of both tools. The addition of an Agitator to an RSS BHA improves directional control while reducing stick/slip and torsional vibration. It also enables consistent WOB, which improves drilling efficiency and operational response across many metrics such as differential pressure, weight transfer, and torque and drag. The combination BHA provided improved directional control by decreasing the number of downlinks from 54 m and 50 m (176 ft and 164 ft) on the first two runs to every 72 m (235 ft) on the last run.

The ROP breakout on the run with the Agitator has a lower WOB of 13,000 lb to 15,000 lb versus a WOB of 19,000 lb to 20,000 lb on the previous run, which is a reduction of about 25% to 30%. The combination BHA delivered 60% more footage than the conventional BHA, at a comparable ROP, using 15% less weight, 15% less RPM and 30% fewer downlinks. This happened on the deepest, most complex section of the lateral, and no downhole tool failures were reported.

Recently a customer in North America was having challenges with torque and drag along with performance limitations with their RSS BHA. After working with NOV, the company decided to pair a 5-in. Agitator tool with a 4¾-in. RSS in its BHA. The first two lateral runs from 3,658 m to 4,570 m (12,000 ft to 14,993 ft) MD and 4,570 m to 5,221 m (14,993 to 17,130 ft) MD were drilled at 27 m/hr (88 ft/hr) and 34 m/hr (111 ft/hr) terminating both on expensive downhole tool failures, respectively. When using the BHA with the Agitator and RSS they were able to drill over 60% more footage than the previous BHAs on the most challenging section of the lateral. The addition of the Agitator improved drilling efficiency and operational response across many metrics such as differential pressure, weight transfer, and torque and drag. The combination BHA provided improved directional control by decreasing the number of downlinks from 54 m and 50 m (176 ft and 164 ft) on the first two runs to every 72 m (235 ft) on the last run.

Adding an Agitator to the string in an RSS BHA is a simple, efficient and effective way to enhance directional control and increase borehole quality.

Improving RSS Operations

System reduces torsional vibration and stick/slip, enhances directional control and increases borehole quality.
Phases of boom and bust, and somewhere in between, have shaped the offshore drilling business over the last 10 years. As the market remains fragile and unpredictability is the norm, lessons have been learned to help the industry with its future challenges.

As the fragile market recovers, increasing numbers of drilling rigs are coming back to operations. Facing a shortage of "hot rigs" (fully crewed, maintained and compliant), operators are contracting nonoperational rigs that require reactivation from either a warm- or cold-stacked condition.

Stacking conditions matter, bringing a set of different challenges around rig reactivation and crew recruitment. For warm-stacked assets, the main maintenance system will have been suspended, all the other systems left nonoperational and the crew reduced. Cold-stacked rigs and equipment will show no state of readiness; critical equipment and components will simply be preserved to protect them.

For either option, operators have no leeway to get rig intake wrong, calling for more than a standard equipment inspection or tick-box exercise. When the cost pressures are extreme, issues with rig equipment or the competency of the crew on board will quickly put a drilling project over budget. Even in a subdued market where drilling assets are cheaper to procure and the total daily costs to drill a well (spread rates) are less eye-watering, operators simply cannot afford hundreds of thousands of dollars because of project delays, nonproductive time (NPT) or unexpected costs.

New opportunities
Using a PSE methodology to understand the efficiency of drilling operations and streamline inspections is proven to reduce NPT, improve performance and enhance the safety of assets, personnel and the environment. Such an approach should encompass four phases:

- Data collection and analysis to identify what the problems are, why they are happening and how to prevent them from reoccurring; understand the possible variables, which can contribute to risk, and enhance operational integrity;
- Benchmarking against defined key performance indicators, enabling continuous monitoring and measurement of drilling operation performance;
- Developing an optimization plan by identifying the key correlations between factors that drive drilling operational efficiency (across people, systems and equipment); and
- Monitoring these correlations on a regular basis for continuous improvement, providing measurable results in terms of both technical and operational performance and values to calculate exact savings.

For more information, visit Lloyd's Register at booth 761 or go to lr.org.

BY JOHNNY BENOIT, LLOYD'S REGISTER

A volatile decade is seeing the evolution of a new type of rig service.

Innovative technologies
Of Brazil's presalt fields, the largest collection of geological data such as rock samples, 3-D seismic, electrical profiles, petrophysical analysis and dynamic data have been amassed for Lula.

"This information is crucial for the geological understanding of the field. The integrated analysis of these data allowed the company to understand the main process controls involved in the origin of the reservoir rocks and how they are distributed along the Lula Field," Petrobras said in a statement. "Also, this process allows Petrobras to understand the variations of the main properties that affect the fluid dynamics in the reservoir and feed three-dimensional numerical models that serve as the basis for proposing a robust development plan for the field."

The Brazilian operator also said that nine innovative technology procedures were implemented in the field. A set of these technologies received the Offshore Technology Conference's Distinguished Achievement Award in 2015.

"The application of these technologies in the Lula Field represented a major milestone in the development of presalt, given the unprecedented nature of these technologies in the offshore industry," the Brazilian major said.

The technologies included first buoy supporting risers, steel catenary risers with lined pipes installed using the reel lay method and application of flexible risers with integrated monitoring system for traction wires. Presalt technological achievements also included having the deepest underwater gas injection well.

See BRAZIL continued on page 22
How IIoT Innovations Are Empowering Today’s Digital Workforce

Connected systems help optimize asset performance and drive efficiencies.

Like businesses in other industries that rely heavily on technology to stay competitive, oil and gas operators understand the need to transform their operations by extending the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and other digital automation innovations across a wider range of possibilities. What some may not know, however, is how to bring these breakthroughs to bear on what will always be a mission-critical asset—their people.

Transform business

Only when companies link their technology and personnel strategies to their business objectives, embed expertise into their work processes and optimize their operations using real-time data does achieving lasting gains in safety and performance become possible.

Operations are growing increasingly complex, making it necessary for personnel to sift through an enormous amount of process data every day. And as a generation of seasoned experts retire, jobs are going unfilled because of a fundamental mismatch between the available labor force and the skills necessary to do the work. A 2018 study by Deloitte found that 2.4 million positions are vacant due to skills shortages in U.S. manufacturing.

To help close this gap and digitally empower both current and future staff, oil and gas producers can transform their operations with IIoT-based automation solutions that do two things:

1. Deploy scalable analytics that translate data into meaningful information and distribute those data so action can be taken; and
2. Enable experts to remotely monitor equipment and processes to optimize performance.

Deploying scalable analytics

One of the keys to better operational decision-making is getting timely, relevant information to the right people so they can prioritize and focus more on critical issues like reliability, production optimization and safety. Integrated asset management platforms are now available that aggregate data from field-based wireless sensors and deliver information across dedicated multilayer networks to desktop PCs, laptops, tablets and smartphones.

Being able to receive alerts in a secure environment ensures that the entire organization stays aware of asset health at all times.

Tools like these make it possible to move from reactive data management to a more proactive operational approach thanks to predictive analytics that provides each user with a targeted list of problem assets, allowing them to make the real-time, informed decisions necessary to maximize availability and reduce unexpected interruptions.

Another benefit of asset performance platforms is that they allow knowledge and skills to be shared among workers across the plant, which helps to institutionalize best practices and facilitate collaboration, reducing the time needed to identify and solve problems and increasing the visibility of key performance indicators for both operators and senior management.

Enabling expert remote monitoring

Remote monitoring is another ideal way for oil and gas companies to empower their personnel, especially for organizations that cannot afford unplanned outages and have some level of digital infrastructure, but do not have the in-house manpower to continually analyze asset performance.

IIoT-powered condition monitoring programs allow offshore experts to connect via secure networks, either directly or through the cloud, to a wide variety of sensors mounted on equipment in the field, from heat exchangers and pumps to cooling towers and valves, which they can monitor using predictive analytics software. Specialists are then able to extract value from pressure, temperature, vibration and level data that help customers make informed decisions about how to address issues before they lead to failures.

These solutions not only reduce the need for manual maintenance rounds that can put personnel in harm’s way and distract them from more critical tasks, but they also make it possible to significantly optimize asset performance and drive efficiencies. Scalability is another upside; companies can start small in a single unit, realize return on investment and then expand to other more complex applications for even greater gains.

To learn more about asset performance platforms and remote monitoring technologies, visit booth 2261 in the OTC exhibit hall where Emerson will demonstrate these and other applications designed to improve safety, efficiency and reliability in the oil and gas industry.
A couple of the bigger challenges that occur when combining two companies are a smooth integration itself and leading the way forward with the right culture for the new organization. When McDermott International Inc. completed its combination with CB&I in May of last year, executive leadership made each of these challenges a top priority.

The combination brought together global upstream engineering, procurement, construction and installation (EPCI) facilities and a subsea company with an established downstream provider of petrochemical, refining, gasification and gas processing technologies and solutions to create a company that spans the entire value chain from concept to commissioning—offshore and onshore, upstream and downstream.

Each company complemented the other, such as legacy McDermott’s modularization abilities and CB&I’s proprietary technologies. Consequently, McDermott is stronger and far more capable than ever before. A key measure of success was to realize the synergies of combining the two companies. For example, McDermott is nearing full implementation with $444 million of the targeted $475 million of annualized cost synergies as of Dec. 31, 2018, under its Combination Profitability Initiative (CPI).

"Fundamentally, McDermott is a different company today—we are a larger, technology-led integrated company with a formidable presence in the offshore and onshore energy markets," said David Dickson, McDermott’s president and CEO. "We are confident in our future as a combined company and that confidence continues to be validated by the solid performance of the vast majority of our offshore and onshore portfolio and a rebounding market that we believe will allow our company to grow. As a result of our transformation, the company more than doubled its 2018 backlog, revenue and new orders to $10.9 billion, $6.7 billion and $5.6 billion, respectively, as compared to 2017."

To get the company culture, vision and values correct, McDermott held five cultural summits last year around the world, plus a final action summit in the fourth quarter. The purpose of the summits was to allow employees from all over the world to help shape the culture, provide feedback and recommendations on what McDermott should be as a company. It was a bottoms-up, rather than a top-down, approach.

Today, McDermott operates in more than 54 countries, with approximately 32,000 employees, a diversified fleet of specialty marine construction vessels and fabrication facilities around the world. The combination with CB&I also has helped McDermott position itself as a vertically integrated provider of technology-led EPCI solutions.

"We have worked successfully to integrate our two companies and fully define the new McDermott culture," Dickson said. "As we closed the book on 2018 where integration was the theme, 2019’s focus is aimed at optimizing and executing the McDermott Playbook to lead us to significant growth in 2020 and beyond."
The offshore oil and gas industry is progressing from the first wave of digital transformation to exploring the power of predictive insights. However, as offshore operators move to Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) software powered by artificial intelligence (AI), successful digital transformations will need to pass two significant hurdles: data and the people who use those data.

In the case of a single offshore platform, sensors generate hundreds of millions of operational datapoints. The data handoff can go from a process engineer accessing the data to modeling the data in an installed software or spreadsheet, and then passing information to an operations engineer days or weeks later. The delay in information flow from data to operations, the effort required to model the data, extract insights and then scale that information presents opportunity for a multitude of problems.

Digital is presented as the solution to these challenges. Technologies such as AI and machine learning (ML) are essential for data analysis at scale and delivering real-time, actionable insights. However, the formula is not that simple. Even the most digitally mature operators are dealing with unexpected issues related to data quality and conventions as well as a workforce that is resistant to adopting new solutions. In addition, they often struggle with effectively formulating the outcomes they wish to solve at the beginning, making the question of which software to use at the start: scaling that kind of project across different regions only adds to the complexity.

IIoT software for offshore platforms enables operators to explore progressively more complicated use cases. Rather than comparing data to static conditions, the advanced analytics used in IIoT solutions allows operators to analyze multiple datasets and compare against other data. Anomaly detection can deliver predictive insights into individual assets and take into account how multiple processing systems relate and cause downtime. Mitigating these potential issues can positively impact production across platforms.

Crawl, walk, run
IIoT software leveraging advances in AI and ML takes advantage of the technology momentum the industry has been developing for the past several decades. Oil and gas operators are not new to understanding the importance of data analysis, but the approach and the tools available have evolved substantially over time.

The notable advancement in recent years has been moving from cloud-based software that uses large amounts of data to diagnose and describe operational occurrences to more complex, “Industrial IoT software” that can predict what will happen and prescribe how to mitigate problems. The difference does not lie in the amount of data analyzed, but rather how the analysis is done.

In the offshore example, cloud-based software can drive improved asset reliability by identifying equipment problems and alerting operators. In this case, live datasets can be run against static operating condition requirements that impact reliability. This kind of use case can appear simple, but delivering the information more than 100,000 times per second and with extreme accuracy is complex and can deliver significant value. And that’s just the start: scaling that kind of project across different regions only adds to the complexity.

IIoT software for offshore platforms enables operators to explore progressively more complicated use cases. Rather than comparing data to static conditions, the advanced analytics used in IIoT solutions allows operators to analyze multiple datasets and compare against other data. Anomaly detection can deliver predictive insights into individual assets and take into account how multiple processing systems relate and cause downtime. Mitigating these potential issues can positively impact production across platforms.

The “crawl, walk, run” approach to digital implementation allows operators to analyze multiple datasets and compare against other data. Anomaly detection can deliver predictive insights into individual assets and take into account how multiple processing systems relate and cause downtime. Mitigating these potential issues can positively impact production across platforms.

Learn more
IIoT software uses AI and ML so that its models are consistently trained from operational data and can quickly identify upsets in operational and process patterns, which means problems are detected earlier, maintenance is conducted based on actual performance and, with asset health in mind, unnecessary human intervention can be eliminated and high-risk operations can be de-manned.

For more information, visit BHGE at booth 2827.

Lundin Submits Plan for Solveig Field Offshore Norway

The Lundin Norway-operated Solveig will be developed with five wells tied to the Edvard Grieg platform in the North Sea.

Lundin subsidiary Lundin Norway is the operator of Solveig, which was proved in 2013.

“With first oil scheduled for early 2021, Solveig will be the first subsea tieback development in the Greater Edvard Grieg Area and is a realization of our strategy of tying back high margin barrels to our operated facilities, as we focus on extending the plateau at Edvard Grieg beyond 2021,” Lundin Petroleum CEO Alex Schmitz said in the release.

The development, formerly called Luno II, is one of several in the Utsira High area of the North Sea. The mature province has been resurrected in recent years with new concepts targeting shallow reservoirs and gas condensate plays.

The development is located in license Block 30/10, on the West Bollsta semisubmersible rig to carry out drilling work.

The partners are targeting some 57 MMboe of proved plus probable reserves, according to Lundin. The company put the breakeven cost for the project at less than $30/boe.

“With first oil scheduled for early 2021, Solveig will be the first subsea tieback development in the Greater Edvard Grieg Area and is a realization of our strategy of tying back high margin barrels to our operated facilities, as we focus on extending the plateau at Edvard Grieg beyond 2021,” Lundin Petroleum CEO Alex Schmitz said in the release.

The development, formerly called Luno II, is one of several in the Utsira High area of the North Sea. The mature province has been resurrected in recent years with new concepts targeting shallow reservoirs and gas condensate plays.

The development is located in license Block 30/10, on the West Bollsta semisubmersible rig to carry out drilling work.

The partners are targeting some 57 MMboe of proved plus probable reserves, according to Lundin. The company put the breakeven cost for the project at less than $30/boe.

“With first oil scheduled for early 2021, Solveig will be the first subsea tieback development in the Greater Edvard Grieg Area and is a realization of our strategy of tying back high margin barrels to our operated facilities, as we focus on extending the plateau at Edvard Grieg beyond 2021,” Lundin Petroleum CEO Alex Schmitz said in the release.

The development, formerly called Luno II, is one of several in the Utsira High area of the North Sea. The mature province has been resurrected in recent years with new concepts targeting shallow reservoirs and gas condensate plays.

The development is located in license Block 30/10, on the West Bollsta semisubmersible rig to carry out drilling work.

The partners are targeting some 57 MMboe of proved plus probable reserves, according to Lundin. The company put the breakeven cost for the project at less than $30/boe.
Aker Energy Delivers $4.4 Billion Plan for Deepwater Field Offshore Ghana

Plans call for a subsea production system with 26 subsea wells and an FPSO to process and export crude from the field.

BY VELDA ADDISON

Fresh off marking successful drilling results from its latest Pecan Field well offshore Ghana, Aker Energy and partners have submitted to Ghanaian authorities a $4.4 billion development plan for the Deepwater Tano/Cape Three Points Block.

Taking a phased development concept route, the operator—Aker—will first tackle development of the Pecan Field, which is the largest of several discoveries on the offshore block. Plans call for a subsea production system with 26 subsea wells and an FPSO to process and export crude from the field, the company said in a news release.

If Ghana gives the development a green light, partners will begin the final investment decision (FID) process with first oil from the Pecan Field coming about 35 months after FID, the company said.

"The plan will, once approved, ensure an efficient development and production of the Pecan Field and further optimization of the DWT/CTP petroleum resources in a way that will deliver value to the people of Ghana and to us and our partners," Aker Energy CEO Jan Arve Haugan said in a company statement.

Planned investment for the ultradeepwater development, which has a water depth of up to 2,700 m, does not include the charter rate for the FPSO.

Aker and partners Ghana National Petroleum Corp., Lukoil Overseas Ghana Tano Ltd. and Fueltrade Ltd. are targeting an estimated 334 MMbbl of reserves at the Pecan Field.

Of the planned 26 subsea wells, 14 will be advanced horizontal oil producers and the rest will be injectors with alternating water and gas injection, the company said.

Plans also include using multiphase pumps to help maximize oil production throughout the fields, which have a life expectancy of more than 25 years.

If all goes as planned, plateau production is expected to be about 110,000 bbl/d.

The Pecan Field area is believed to hold between 110 and 210 MMboe in contingent resources, which could be developed in additional phases. But more appraisal drilling could lift the current estimated volume base of about 450 MMboe to 550 MMboe to between 600 MMboe and 1 Bboe, the company said.

"In addition to the FPSO for the Pecan Field development, Aker Energy has entered into an option agreement with Ocean Yield ASA for a second FPSO, Dhirubai-1," Haugan said in the release. "If the option is exercised, Dhirubai-1 could either be used to accelerate production or for other potential developments dependent on volumes and geographical distribution of these."

Earlier this month, Aker Energy said the company hit oil in the Pecan South-1A well, which was drilled south of the main Pecan Field. At the time, the company planned to drill a sidetrack well in Pecan South and drill a third well in Pecan South East.

The Oslo-listed investment firm Aker, owned by Norwegian billionaire Kjell Inge Roekke, has also said Aker Energy could launch an IPO after summer 2019, Reuters reported.

———

OTC Partnership Fights Human Trafficking

OTC continues its partnership with United Against Human Trafficking to increase awareness of human trafficking. During OTC 2019 delegates could confer with United Against Human Trafficking representatives in Lobby D of NRG Center to learn more about their mission and initiatives.

(Photo by Genaro Cibrián)
The electrification of pressure pumping operations with high-density power solutions can boost efficiency and lower emissions and total life-cycle costs.

BY SHANE MCELOUGH, SIEMENS UNCONVENTIONAL OIL AND GAS SOLUTIONS

Multiwatt, plug-free racing and longer lifetimes, often stacked, have become the norm. Supported by greater automation to improve efficiencies, flexibility and speed, these trends are making unconventionals much more conventional. Since fracked wells produce most of their oil and gas in just 18 months, E&P operators must drill faster and faster to keep pace.

However, two key challenges threaten to slow industry growth. One challenge is the limited horsepower available on current pumping trucks and the associated high maintenance costs. The second challenge is the regulatory limits on the flaring of produced gas, which is flared because remote reservoirs lack the gathering pipeline infrastructure to get the gas to market.

To address these challenges, Siemens developed its SEAM portfolio to provide more hydraulic pumping horsepower in a smaller operational footprint by using powerful gas turbines to electrically modular microgrids. These highly mobile, compact, gas turbine-based drive trains are dust-proof and available on skids and can safely and economically support hydraulic fracturing of tight oil and gas resources.

The drive packages from the SEAM portfolio feature rugged, severe-duty, outdoor-rated Siemens traction motors and drives that have been operating reliably in the mobile mining industry for nearly 20 years. They are used on massive mining trucks and excavators the size of large buildings, often operating in harsh conditions.

Digital Radiography Solution to Provide Significant Cost Savings

OceanerXing International Inc. has released a new digital radiography solution for the oil and gas sector, the Trip Avoidance X-ray Inspection (TAXI) system, aimed at reducing the number of unplanned shutdowns. The system represents a step change in industrial radiography operations. Typically, radiography uses gamma radiation emitting isotopes. This upsets nucleonic level control instrumentation on pressure vessels and equipment, causing “trips” that result in costly unplanned plant shutdowns and associated process safety risks.

The TAXI system enables OceanerXing’s technicians to digitally radiograph pressure piping and infrastructure associated on or around equipment fitted with nucleonic detectors. The work can be carried out while the plant is in service, using a specialized system that delivers pulsed X-rays. The field-proven process provides the optimal nondestructive testing solution to detect corrosion, pipe thinning and potential loss of integrity.

Well-Safe Solutions Makes Multimillion Investment in P&A Asset

Well-Safe Solutions has agreed to acquire the Ocean Guardian semisubmersible drilling unit, sparking another jobs boost for the company. The asset, currently owned by Diamond Offshore, has been a stalwart in the North Sea, drilling hundreds of wells since entering service in 1985.

Upon delivery, Well-Safe will start work immediately on an upgrade of the semisubmersible, which will be renamed the Well-Safe Guardian, converting the asset into a bespoke plug and abandonment (P&A) unit. Well-Safe will invest in the region of $100 million dollars on upgrades to deliver a truly bespoke P&A unit. This will include installing a dive system and the capability to deploy a subsea intervention lubricator, which is nearing completion of the design and engineering phase, supported by the Oil and Gas Technology Centre.

Well-Safe confirmed that the acquisition would bring a further 90 jobs to the North Sea over the course of the next year, adding to the company’s current 40 employees.

Topaz Adopts IoT with BHGE’s VitalyX

Lubricant Monitoring System

Topaz Energy and Marine signed a contract with Baker Hughes, a GE company (BHGE), on May 8 to collaborate on deploying BHGE’s lubricant condition monitoring system, VitalyX. The system enables the maintenance and upkeep and increases the field time of Topaz’s fleet of vessels. VitalyX is expected to be deployed on the entire module carrying vessel fleet for Topaz later this year and is the largest single collaboration with the technology since being first unveiled by BHGE in January.

Utilizing the Internet of Things (IoT) by combining the latest sensor hardware with condition monitoring software, the real-time data produced from VitalyX will provide Topaz with vital technical information on the condition of its pumps and the two laboratories and facilitate work with other national laboratories, such as the Idaho National Lab.

Offshore Has Tremendous Room for Growth

Rystad Energy has analyzed the historic investments and oilfield service purchases of the world’s 50,000 oil and gas fields. Rystad Energy has analyzed the historic investments and oilfield service purchases of the world’s 50,000 oil and gas fields.

“Total greenfield project sanctioning, summed up to the present day, only accounts for 40% of estimated volumes of offshore projects ever being sanctioned. Likewise, the brownfield market has only begun, with total historical expenditures summed up to about 20% of estimated brownfield spend over the projects lifetime, leaving 80% of brownfield spending to the future. And the decommissioning market is still in its nascent form,” said Aasen Maritson, head of oilfield services research at Rystad Energy.

Exxon Mobil to Invest $100 Million on Low-emissions R&D

Exxon Mobil announced May 8 it will invest up to $100 million over 10 years to research and develop advanced lower-emissions technologies with the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory and National Energy Technology Laboratory.

The agreement will support research and collaboration into ways to bring biofuels and carbon capture and storage to commercial scale.

The partnership will work to develop technologies related to energy efficiency and greenhouse gas mitigation. The joint research also will focus on reducing emissions from fuels and petrochemicals production. The agreement will stimulate collaborative projects between Exxon Mobil and up to 10 two laboratories and other national laboratories, such as the Idaho National Lab.
said. "It has forced innovation across the industry. We have been innovating, whether it has been reorganizing our business so we're more efficient, streamlining automation and processes or changing commercial models."

The impact innovation has had on the offshore industry is reflected in two areas: breakeven costs and the number of final investment decisions (FIDs). "You go back to 2016 and the average breakeven cost per barrel of oil for an offshore project was $65," he said. "Today, we've worked that number down to almost $40 per barrel, and there are many projects out there with much lower breakevens than that. We've taken offshore, from a cost standpoint, and made it competitive with shale.

The number of FIDs, he noted, with the number of final investment decisions (FIDs). "The innovation team is a fairly small, but very diverse team with clear time lines, milestones and objectives," he said. "The executive team gets together every month to review the status of the projects. It is how we keep the process going because just working on the design doesn't help us. We've got to get a prototype to market, to test it, to prove it and communicate its value to our customers."

Thigpen highlighted several of the innovation development projects underway at Transocean, including well control and the industry's first 20K drillship.

"The well control package is our social license to operate; it is something we must get right," he said. "Any technology that we can introduce that provides further safeguards and give ourselves further confidence that we have everything we need in place to mitigate the possibility of a well control event is certainly something that we focus on and invest in."

The company is working on an enhanced kick detection system that can quickly identify an influx in the wellbore.

The offshore industry stepped closer to more advanced operations in December 2018 with the announcement by Transocean and Chevron of the signing of a contract for the first 20K-rated drillship. "For those that have been in the industry for a long time, this has been a discussion for 15 years, and many people thought it would never get to the finish line," he said. "This eighth-generation drilling rig has a 20,000-psi-rated well control package, a 3-milion-pound hook load and a 10,000-psi-rated mud system. It has all the bells and whistles and will give our customers the opportunity to access reserves they never thought possible."
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This year will be a peak year for floating production storage (FPS), with leased FPSO vessels to make up more than 80% of awards. So far the year has been all about Modec. The Japanese-based contractor has been awarded, or actively bidding for, at least seven FPSOs. Will this aggressive bid strategy pay off? If so, will the contractor have the capacity to deliver?

While the core of opportunities lie in the Brazilian market, Wood Mackenzie also sees Modec’s interest elsewhere. The lease contract for Woodside’s SNE development, Senegal, has recently been confirmed. At the same time, Modec is undertaking a FEED study for the Barossa FPSO offshore Australia as part of a design competition against the partnership of TechnipFMC and Samsung. Eni’s Mezton-Amoca FPSO offshore Mexico also will be a Modec-leased facility, with China’s Cosco to convert a Suezmax tanker for the project.

Modec holds a strong relationship with Cosco, so Wood Mackenzie expects more conversion subcontracts to be awarded to the manufacturer over the next two years. But here arises the question of capacity: If Modec is awarded multiple contracts it also needs to look to other yards to meet its delivery deadlines.

For SBM, the focus remains on Guyana, re-establishing itself within the Brazilian market, and the expansion of the Fast4Ward concept. SBM is the frontrunner for the Mero-2 award against rival Modec, while the first quarter of 2019 has seen the contractor select yards for two more of its Fast4Ward FPSOs. Constructing these units on a speculative basis, SBM clearly has confidence in its concept and will target opportunities offshore Guyana and Brazil.

While Modec and SBM are to dominate the market, opportunities still exist for smaller players. BW Offshore will supply the FPSO for Premier Oil’s Sea Lion, with award to follow FEED and the project’s full investment decision. Malaysian contractor Bumi Armada is favored for the Neon (ex.fish) FPSO, while the contractor, alongside partner Shapoorji Pallonji Oil and Gas, is the sole bidder ONGC’s KG-DWN-98/2 FPSO. Malaysian competitor Yinson has seen strong growth over recent years and is hoping to enter the Brazilian market with its bids for the Marlim Revitalisation FPSOs. Yinson also was awarded the Anyala-Madu FPSO contract from Independent First E&P earlier this year, and it is in the running for Petronas’ Limbaying FPSO.

As operators remain focused on cost discipline, the leased FPSO concept will continue to drive the award forecast for the longer term. Offering reduced risk and shorter lead times, Wood Mackenzie expects 50% of FPS awards to 2023 to be leased FPSOs.

BRAZIL
(continued from page 15)

Petrobras said the partnership has successfully overcome challenges such as numerical simulation of giant and complex fields throughout the years. They have also reduced the time to obtain results from days to hours through work in partnership with software vendors and continuous investment in hardware.

They have also made use of digitalization at Lula. “As tools of instrumentation, we have pressure and temperature meters installed in the production column and in the Christmas tree of each well, which send data in real time, helping decision making and making room for machine learning tools with identification of gain in production,” Petrobras explained. “In addition, we have several software developed internally that are the state of the art for the development and management of reservoirs.”

But the company said more challenges must be overcome in the near future. “Among the challenges to overcome, we can highlight the use of 4-D seismic as an optimization tool aiming at a greater recovery factor as well as the continuity of the management of the integrity of the equipment in extremely severe conditions,” the company said.

Petrobras also pointed out the importance of the Integrated Operation Center (IOC), which conducts real-time monitoring and supports the crew 24 hours a day. IOC also provides an integrated monitoring system for flexible riser traction wires and the integrated operation of the gas drainage networks.
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DRILLING
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Shell plans to invest between $5 billion and $6 billion per year through 2020 into its deepwater projects—a wettery empire that also includes the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, Nigeria and Malaysia. But in recent years in Mexico and Brazil have opened up new opportunities for the company, and Shell has been aggressive in lease sales and bid rounds. Staubel expects more lease sales to occur in Brazil, but he said it was less certain about Mexico’s plans. Mexico’s stance on foreign investment in its energy sector the past few years has tilted more nationalistic since President Andrés Manuel López Obrador took office in December 2018.

“We hope that Mexico goes back to regular bid rounds as well. At the moment, those are not really in sight,” Staubel said.

Staubel said Shell is moving ahead with first offshore Mexico wells, which will be spud in December in the Perdido Basin. Drilling is projected to finish in January 2020, with Shell following with a second well afterward. “We’re looking at an additional two to three wells, perhaps even more, in the Perdido,” he said, noting that the company is examining seismic data.

Shell still has work to do securing various permits and approvals from the Mexican government. “The main challenge we have at the moment is do we get all the required regulatory bits and pieces together by Dec. 1 actually then spud the well? That’s the wild card in all of this,” he said. “We’ve gotten good cooperation from the government.”

Shell launched its offshore Mexico efforts in early 2018 with successful bids for nine deepwater blocks in early 2018 with a commitment to drill 12 wells.

Brazil’s regulatory environment and the industry operating there are further along than Mexico, Staubel said. Brazil is the main driver for capex now, he said. However, the country still poses some challenges.

“It is still quite difficult to get seismic permits,” he said. “That holds us up quite often.”

Shell’s position offshore Brazil was initially part of BG Group, which Shell acquired in 2016 for $53 billion. Shell has since increased its presence to 18 offshore blocks through deepwater auctions. In March 2018, the company paid $70 million in lease bonuses for four blocks, including one it secured without partners.

Among Brazil, Mexico and the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, Staubel said he didn’t have a favorite area.

Brazil’s geology is an outlier with the potential for high rate of return, high-yield wells, Mexico offers undrilled areas, he said.

“What I like is having all three to play with. [It] allows us to balance the risk and hopefully some of these will pay out,” he said. “I think it’s good to have all three.”

INDUSTRY NEWS
(continued from page 20)

facility was originally built at Kværner’s specialized facility at Stord, Norway. Forty two years after the tow-out to the field, it is now clear that the platform will return to Stord to finalize its life cycle.

The ambition is to recycle more than 98% of the materials for new purposes.

The platform consists of a concrete gravity based structure standing on the seabed and carrying about 48,000 tonnes topside. Both the concrete substructure and the topside were delivered by Kværner in the 1970s. Stanford A has contributed to major parts of Norway’s oil and gas production since the start in November 1979.

The platform was the initial installation at the Statfjord Field, which has been Norway’s most producing oil field. Equinor has selected Allseas to perform all engineering, preparation, removal and disposal work for the topside of the Stanford A platform.

Kongsberg Introduces New GeoPulse USV

Kongsberg Maritime has released the GeoPulse USV, a flexible new unmanned surface vehicle (USV). It features GeoPulse Compact, Kongsberg’s newest cost-effective and lightweight sub-bottom profiler. The GeoPulse USV can map environments beyond the limits of conventional platforms, fully autonomously or remotely controlled up to a range of 2 km (1.2 miles). The GeoPulse USV’s electric motors provide 6 hours of endurance at a survey speed of 6 knots. Its compact form factor and class-leading agility enables coverage of areas inaccessible by more conventional launches. With more than 100 dB of noise-free dynamic range, the GeoPulse Compact provides repeatable, high-quality data without needing user-controlled analogue preprocessing.

GeoPulse Compact consumes only 11% of the power requirements of earlier GeoPulse systems and a data rate exceeding 100 Mbps. Its adaptable digital processing and waveform selection technology (2-18 Khz) ensures that the optimal power signature, pulse shape and configuration can be chosen to suit a broad range of specific survey tasks.
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YOUR EYES AND EARS FOR SMART SUBSEA SENSING OF LIQUID AND GAS LEAKS

With a robust sensor design and advanced, non-intrusive technology, our Naxys™ A10 acoustic subsea leak-detection sensor detects both liquid and gas leaks, performing individual and simultaneous monitoring of components such as pumps, compressors, valves, choke modules, and structure vibrations. With a 3,000-meter installation capability, and automatic topside notifications, Naxys A10 enables a new level of subsea visibility that can greatly influence your overall system performance.

Learn more by visiting BHGE at booth #2827.
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